
At Limousine Services
Queenstown (LSQ), we
recognize the privilege
of introducing and
sharing our beautiful
country with
international visitors from
around the world. We
are committed to
preserving the natural
beauty of New Zealand
and supporting our local
community to ensure this
privilege is available for
future generations.

Our driver guides are passionate and well-
informed about New Zealand’s unique
attributes.
They engage with guests, offering insights into
the nation’s history, culture, and hidden
treasures.
New Zealand is full of conservation stories
about saving NZ’s natural treasures, from Lake
Manapouri and the podocarp forests of the
West Coast. We tell these stories and also
stories about the great challenges in
conservation, including revegetation with
native plant species, removal of wilding pine
trees, possums and other predators and bird
life restoration.
We emphasise the significance of preserving
New Zealand’s unspoiled environment,
conveying a powerful message about its
cleanliness, greenery, and timeless beauty.

As an integral part of our guiding service, we
operate within the Department of
Conservation lands and other public estate.
Our driver-guides promote the “leave only
footsteps, take only memories” ethos.
LSQ actively advocates and ensures
responsible conduct in natural surroundings,
ensuring no litter is left behind, visitors adhere
to designated signage and trails, and all
wildlife is treated with respect and left
undisturbed.

LSQ is actively involved in supporting the Trees
that Count initiative, which is helping to restore
native vegetation and protect New Zealand’s
threatened biodiversity.
Some of our tour packages include a donation
to fund planting a tree, which we pass on to
Trees that Count.

Knowledgeable and Responsible 
Driver Guides

Respect for the Department of Conservation and
other public estate

Reducing Our Carbon Footprint

OUR
SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITMENT
ENCOMPASSES:



At Limousine Services
Queenstown, we are
unwavering in our
commitment to
preserving New
Zealand’s natural
environment and
nurturing community
well-being through
sustainable practices.
We continuously seek
ways to reduce our
environmental impact.

Our management team is dedicated to
researching and transitioning to more
sustainable vehicle options as they
become available in New Zealand. We
continue to assess electric and hybrid
vehicles, biofuels and hydrogen fuels,
and enhancements in ICE engines
(internal combustion).
Our current fleet comprises late-model
diesel vehicles maintained to the
highest environmental standards.
In 2023, we purchased three new vans
that meet the Euro 6 standard, which is
the highest international standard for
diesel vehicle emissions. These vehicles
also feature 2-litre motors instead of 3-
litre V6 diesel engines, offering 30%
greater fuel efficiency while still
delivering ample horsepower and
torque.
Our tracking system allows us to analyse
every trip to seek further efficiency in
fuel consumption.
All LSQ driver-guides receive
professional training to encourage fuel-
efficient driving practices.
We continuously seek fuel efficiencies in
our operations, including limiting air
conditioning use to essential situations
and avoiding idling on-site.

We actively minimise paper usage by
leveraging technology, such as online
reservation systems, digital diaries,
WhatsApp for driver communication,
and tablets for welcome signs.
On our Guided Tours, we have replaced
plastic water bottles with eco-friendly,
plant-based alternatives to reduce
plastic waste.
Recycling facilities are readily available
at our depot, ensuring that waste is
managed responsibly.

Commitment to an Eco-Friendly Fleet 
and Driver Training

Environmental Responsibility through Plastic
Reduction and Recycling

CONTACT US

Limousine Services Queenstown

+64 3 442 2790

info@lsq.co.nz

Wakatipu Reforestation Trust
Assisting with outings and events for
Abbeyfield House residents
Sponsoring local school students in
sporting events

Active Community Engagement

The LSQ team proudly supports local
communities through monetary and time
donations, including:

@limousineservicesqueenstown @limousineservicesqueenstown

https://www.limousineservicesqueenstown.co.nz/
tel:+6434422790
mailto:info@lsq.co.nz

